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One of the principal speakers
at the St. Anthony’s hospital dedication ceremonies will be Rev.
J. La Verne Jay of O’Neill; Method i s t superintendent for the
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The possibility can hardly be
denied when it
is
considered
that not yet has the world found
answers to the most fundamental
questions of science. What is the
nature of the phenomenon called
life? Can gravitational and electro-magnetic phenomena all be

embraced in one great law? What
is the ultimate nature of matter?
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Pioneer in the field of nursing
was
the
renowned
Florence
Nightingale, English nurse and
hospital reformer, born in Florence, Italy, and educated in England. She became interested in
hospitals and nursing at an ear-
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Many great institutions select for their patrons the per-

care

pair of oroncs hastening to thebedside, probably only a tick filled with hay, andi
left a few pills and a bottle of medicine for the
one groaning on the bed.
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for medical treatment. The medical profession in
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community welfare,” Reverend Jay declared.
Reverend and Mrs. Jay came to
O’Neill June 14, 1951, from Alliance where he had been a resident pastor for four years.
His new O’Neill district comprises a territory extending from
Cherry county on the west to the
Missouri river on the east. Tiie
northern border is the South l)akota-Nebraska line.
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We

glad to be a Ipart of this enterprising community and to help in its
are

growth and development. Establishment
of the St. Anthony’s Hospital here is an
outstanding accomplishment which adds
greatly to O’Neill and its surrounding
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territory.
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the Sisters of St.
Francis upon the opportunity which this
splendid new hospital affords them to be
of inestimable service to the people of this
section of the Midwest.
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velopment, also, O Neill is outstanding.
1 his year is the 50th anniversary of the
establishment of the first telephone exchange in O’Neill. Telephone growth has
been especially rapid in the last ten years.
Since 1942, the number of telephones
served by the O’Neill office has doubled,
going from 627 to 1,255. During this peri°d, the average number of local calls a day
has increased from 1,612 to about 3,700
and long distance calls from 161 to 5 1 6.
It is

our
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to
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phone service which meets the needs of
this progressive community.
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